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CPD Model for primary schools
 
Supporting primary schools with CPD for all staff will only encourage a higher standard
of physical education delivered consistently throughout the school year. 

 Our CPD model is built to be flexible and tailored to the needs of all staff, no matter the
position they are working, whether they are a teaching assistant or a lunchtime
supervisor, we can upskill and give confidence to all staff. 

With years of experience, we can bring any sport to life in your school through the staff
you have, our staff are specialists in all sports where we can cover the basic skill set
and progressions needed to cover the whole curriculum, advanced lessons on sports
with the key teaching points to each skill set or creating fun and inclusive games for the
whole school. 

We can deliver a CPD day at any point in the year, during term time, after school, inset
days or during half term. 

 For enrolling into our CPD package, you will gain access to; 

-Online support, zoom calls around sessions and answer any questions. 
-Access to our curriculum, lesson plans and schemes of work 
-8 CPD sessions throughout the academic year
-A KRS sport specialist to support transition into a new sport for one week of a half
term. 
-Discounted staff cover for any unexpected problems.
-3 enrichment days for staff or pupils
-How to support SEND students through sport.
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The pricing for this would be £5000 for the academic year, with £40 an hour
additional for any cover that is needed. 

For an additional £1500 bolt on package, we will supply equipment (if the school
does not already have it) for the half term, to ensure that the staff have everything
they need to run the sessions designed for them.

Our wellbeing bolt on is based on staff wellbeing, for a further £1500, we will
guarantee to run wellbeing sessions throughout the year for staff to gain access to
sport or fitness as an example, we could run an after-school club and then run a
fitness session for staff in school or do a fun sport to get staff active. 

 After school club bolt on, for one coach, one night a week for the whole academic
year, we would charge this bolt on at £1000, for one coach we cap attendance at 18
pupils, if 2 coaches were needed to raise the capacity to 30 pupils, this would be an
additional £1750. 

Combining all packages to create the optimal package would cost - £7750 for an
academic year. 

Our mission is to inspire confidence in non-specialist staff to deliver high quality
physical education, giving every pupil the opportunity to excel at different levels and
optimise their development.


